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K & me on a (rainy) day 
By Eleanor Weber 
 
I happened to bump into K at the library.  
K was writing an essay for a Gender Studies course. The essay is about the situation 
around gay marriage rights in Australia and the various ways it has been dealt with by 
political groups through advertisements on television.  
The advertisements in question contain two sides of the same debate: one ostensibly 
bourgeois left wing, the other arguably working-class right wing.  
The former shows a 'happy' middle-class male couple apparently doing all the things any 
normal couple would do: going to the beach, going shopping, taking the ferry, fighting, 
watching movies, meeting the parents, moving in with each other, getting engaged.  
The latter repeatedly shows a greyscale image of two 'moody', presumably naked men 
with all the 'private' bits pixelated out, while it slags off the opposite side of politics for their 
apparent (though unlegislated) support of gay marriage. 
Neither image features women. Neither image features trans-people. Neither image 
features non-family-derived group intimacy. 
K asked me to read the essay. We eventually found a spot outside but sheltered from the 
rain, a sort of thoroughfare-cum-balcony. Kind of private and looking over some sodden 
tennis courts, where we could smoke. I slowly read and this lead to a discussion around 
how the images used by both political campaigns are obviously entirely inadequate 
representations not only of what ‘gay’ is about (first of all, myriad formulations of intimacy) 
but also what potential reforms of ‘marriage’ laws could be about (for example, opening up 
our conception of what constitutes a meaningful relationship, not closing it down).  
The first ad says “it's time” for marriage equality, yet only at the expense of placing 
homosexual relationships into an easily digestible format: namely, a normative, necessarily 
middle-class one.  
The second proposes something more immediately offensive to our tastes but in the same 
move exposes one blatant – and powerful – reality about why homosexuality is 
unacceptable to many people: queer sexualties are an inherent challenge to state 
institutions such as marriage, which are founded on the idea of normative identity (which 
needless to say they cannot and do not live up to). 
 
Surely it is not the queerness that should change – as the first ad seems to propose – but 
the state's modes of encompassing queerness? 
 
K and I decided to go and find some lunch together. On the way we talked quite a bit about 
relationships. Particularly our own, but also in general. 
We stopped off at a shop to see if the umbrella I'd left there three days earlier was still 
there. It wasn't.  
We spoke about K's partner, who K is living with. And what it means to be in a live-in 
situation with the person you are in love with, which I have never done. We discussed the 
complicated and sometimes paradoxical position entailed by the 'moving-in-together 
phase', which seems to so neatly subscribe to what all 'good gays' should do (namely 
replicate monogamous coupledom). K is critical of the role they themselves play in 
perpetuating such a view of what queer sexuality can be reduced to. At the same time K 
loves their home and the comfort of our space as opposed to your space and my space. 
All that in a non-possessive, non-amalgamative way.  
Is it possible? 
We arrived at the cafe-destination and ordered. We sat outside on small stools facing the 
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road where parked cars waited patiently for their owners. We stayed there for some hours. 
Smoking, speaking. 
We spoke about a relation of mine that is undefined. I said a lot and K listened; I try to get 
my head around it, and my mouth around the words to say something that my thoughts 
form poorly. Or cannot form. Or do not want to. They keep changing their mind. 
How do you relate to and speak about someone you feel strongly for, but who you are far 
away from? Can a distance be overcome in any way? Time? What does it mean to talk 
about that there, this here? With someone irrelated. 
More importantly, how do we construct the terms of love? What transgression is going too 
far? And then how does one demarcate a transgression? Should such a word be banished 
in the name of avoiding the possessive impulse? How should I feel? Why should I 
anything? 
K said that people have a right to feel how they feel, and that you are allowed to feel hurt 
by someone else because naturally we have expectations of others (and we don’t question 
our emotion when someone makes us happy, do we?). It's reasonable to feel upset when 
expectations are undermined. But it's important, because of this, to set the terms. 
Explicitly. Together. This helps avoid pain and confusion for all. At least theoretically.  
We tell ourselves. 
But in practice it seems quite difficult to set terms. What if the expectations don’t match? 
What if your partner starts seeing your friend? What if your friend starts seeing your 
partner? What if you don’t want to make the distinction? What if your partner doesn’t live 
up to your expectations? What if you love them anyway?  
What if the impulse is anger, resentment, spite, even hate? Vile, base, far too-human 
reactions. 
Yet is it not an impoverishment, an indictment, of something so beautiful as love, to feel 
such poison as spite? 
Or is love as we know it precisely such pain?  
 
When we left the cafe, we thought the umbrella of K had been left. We asked the waiter, 
who directed us to the bathroom where several lost umbrellas had found a home. K and I 
took one each at the waiter's instruction. 
K invited me over to their house for tea. I had been there before and really liked it, and I 
really like spending time with K so I agreed. K’s partner was at work. We walked there 
under K's newly-acquired, incredibly large umbrella, that had a hotel brand on it. 
When we arrived we moved directly to the kitchen, which is adorned with many containers 
and a mortar and pestle from Lebanon. K started cooking as I sat and watched. I didn't 
help at all, except to sniff some spices and offer my utterly uninformed opinion when it was 
requested. K cut apart a whole chicken and only squirmed at the very last moment. I said I 
have never done such a thing. 
We continued to speak. At intervals, K rolled cigarettes for us and I borrowed K's partners’ 
slippers and we'd slip outside to breathe the now-night air. 
Out there we discussed the communist hypothesis. And orthodoxy. We discussed what will 
happen in the future. Our future. We discussed detaching oneself from the idea of forever. 
Or maybe I just thought that. 
K kept jokingly commenting that the dinner must be prepared well for 'hubby'. I half-jokingly 
said I should leave to give them a romantic night to themselves. The dinner won’t be ready 
for another hour and a half anyway. I don’t really eat chicken. I have work to do. K is going 
away soon and won’t see partner for a month. Quality time. 
So we wandered to the shops to buy some coriander. Then we came back to the house, I 
collected my things, hugged, said goodbye, and wished K good luck with the essay. Then I 
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left into the street. 


